Undergraduate marketing education has evolved over the years from the teacher-centered lecture to more studentcentered approaches as a response to several changes seen from students, faculty, and the business community (Lamont and Friedman 1997) . This "paradigm shift" demands a change from a traditional "instructional" focus to more of a "learning" focus (Barr and Tagg 1995) . Examples of this change in emphasis can be seen in the prominent emphasis placed on experiential learning by the World Future Society in its Agenda for 21st Century Educational Reform (Pelton 1996) and in a special issue of the Journal of Marketing Education, which focused entirely on the increasing interest marketing educators place on experiential learning (Frontczak and Kelley 2000) .
This discussion presents an innovative, team-based experiential learning project, oriented around a live case study. The relevant literature in the area of learning organizations and experiential learning are presented first. This is followed by a discussion of the value of live case studies and curriculum integration experiences.
A Learning Paradigm
Education is rapidly evolving from one of presenting instruction to that of facilitating learning. Experiential learning has become a focus in stimulating learning processes and providing more concrete experiences in which to learn traditional conceptual material. Barr and Tagg (1995) discussed, at length, their thesis that the college environment is shifting from an instructional to a learning paradigm. In their learning paradigm, students are placed in a position of being as, if not more, responsible for their learning as is the professor. This approach often, in effect, requires students to practice learning how to learn as contrasted with more traditional lecture and test approaches used in college courses. Given the potential importance of experiential learning to the learning paradigm, it is a good time to shift the discussion to a more indepth examination of this topic.
Experiential Learning
The concept of experiential learning has been actively discussed for some time in the psychology, education, and business disciplines. Frontczak and Kelley (2000) acknowledged that Dewey and Piaget are two of the founders of experiential learning. The concepts of experiential learning have progressed far since the work of Piaget, the most notable extension being that of Kolb (1984) . Kolb (1984) defined learning as "a process whereby knowledge is created through the transformation of experience" (p. 38). Reflective of this belief, experiential learning has been described as effective learning that results from students being actively involved with an experience and then reflecting on that experience (Frontczak and Kelley 2000) . Hoover and Whitehead (1976) believed that experiential learning occurs when the person "cognitively, affectively, and behaviorally processes knowledge, skills, and/or attitudes in a learning situation characterized by a high level of active involvement" (p. 25). Experiential learning has also been defined as "learning in which the learner is directly in touch with the realities being studied" (Keeton and Tate 1978, p. 7) . Feinstein, Mann, and Corsun (2002) offered a more recent definition, "Experiential learning is a participatory method of learning that involves a variety of a person's mental capabilities. It exists when a learner processes information in an active and immersive learning environment" (p. 733). They go on to note that several authors refer to "an ancient statement" attributed to Confucius, "I hear and I forget. I see and I remember. I do and I understand" (p. 733).
Kolb's process of learning involves two dimensions, one perceptual (concrete experience versus abstract conceptualization) and the other processing (active experimentation versus reflective observation) (see Figure 1 ) (McCarthy 1980 (McCarthy , 1990 . Thus, there is more than one way for a student to learn, and, in fact, Kolb has identified four specific learning styles. Using terminology developed by McCarthy (1980 McCarthy ( , 1990 , imaginative (affective) learners use concrete experience to gather information and process it using reflective observation. Analytic (thinking) learners, alternatively, use abstract conceptualization to gather their data and process it through reflective observation. Common sense learners use active experimentation to process the information they gather through abstract conceptualization. Finally, dynamic (doer) learners take their concrete experiences and actively experiment. (See Figure 2 from McCarthy, 1990, p. 32.) The application of experiential learning theory introduces an element of "realism" into teaching that potentially bolsters learning effectiveness. The effort to enhance concrete experiences through the use of realism in the classroom is, however, a double-edged sword. As Gunz (1995) pointed out, "Realism aids learning, but too much interferes with it" (p. 55). The extent to which realism helps or hinders learning is directly related to the complexity, closure, validity, and visibility of information. The more "real" the experiential exercise, the more potential there is for increased complexity and lack of structure. Thus, highly realistic experiential learning situations may actually interfere with learning. These learning difficulties arise due to increased confusion and risk of failure that result in frustration on the part of learners. Gunz further pointed out that in such situations, learners are likely to make external attributions to the structure of the exercise or inability of the facilitator as reasons for their lack of success. The lack of internal attribution to a failure on their part to actively conceptualize the experience and be successful in their experimentation is, perhaps, a self-defense mechanism for the learner (Gunz 1995) .
It could be said that management education has a history of pioneering and was using experiential learning methods long before the "experiential learning" label was popularized in the psychological and educational literature. Chiesl (1990) acknowledged the efforts of Doc Copeland to introduce realism into the classroom with the case method of teaching at Harvard Business School in 1909. The use of cases has grown to be a popular and venerable method of management teaching. However, there have been additional advances in experiential learning methods, with the second major advance being the introduction of computerized simulations in the 1970s (Chiesl 1990) .
The Association to Advance Collegiate Schools of Business (AACSB) International reinforces the emphasis on experiential learning with its accreditation standards requiring active student involvement in the learning process (AACSB 2003) . In its recently adopted revised accreditation standards, AACSB states, The most effective learning takes place when students are involved in their educational experiences. Passive learning is ineffective and of short duration. Faculty members should develop techniques and styles that engage students and make students responsible for meeting learning goals. . . . Faculty members should find such approaches that are suited to their subject matter, and should adopt active learning methodologies. (P. 52) Thus, schools that are currently accredited or interested in attaining AACSB International accreditation should be interested in promoting active, experiential learning approaches to be used by their faculty.
Several important skills can be honed through experiential learning that may not be well developed in more traditional, passive learning environments. Development and revision of time lines and project management (Darian and Coopersmith 2001) are examples of skills that are best learned by doing, rather than by simply reading about them. Actively assessing the communication and participation of self and others, including giving peers constructive criticism, are difficult skills for most professionals, and skills that most undergraduates may not even practice (Dyrud 2001; Peterson 2001) . In addition, we would all like to encourage development of critical thinking and problem-solving skills among our students, which experiential learning techniques appear to foster (Kennedy, Lawton, and Walker 2001) .
Experiential learning can focus on many techniques, including traditional internships, unstructured or semistructured class exercises and assignments (Hamer 2000) , integrated course projects (Bobbitt et al. 2000) , Internet or disk-based simulations (Gruca 2000) , field trips (Gremler et al. 2000) , or live case studies (Cheney 2001) solving real business problems with existing organizations (Alon and Cannon 2000; Kennedy, Lawton, and Walker 2001) . In an extensive guide to experiential learning, Gentry (1990) lists a plethora of activities and projects, including case discussions, group cases, simulation games, descriptive/analytic field projects, computer-assisted instruction, internships, and live cases. Gentry acknowledged that the various activities may have more or less value as experiential learning activities. He identified a number of critical components that need to be considered when designing an experiential learning exercise. Using these criteria, three "prominent pedagogies" were identified as having strong experiential learning potential, including internships, computer-assisted instruction, and live cases (Gentry 1990 ).
Live Case Studies and Experiential Learning
The difference between live and written cases in the business education context is that live case study involves students working with some organization to solve some real business problem (Burns 1990) . Live cases are even more realistic than written cases because they usually include active participation by key decision makers in the company and immediate accessibility of the company to students. Furthermore, the focal point of the case, some central managerial decision, is one that either has just been or is about to be made (Markulis 1985) . There are a variety of different settings that make for good live cases, including small businesses, marketing research projects, and advertising campaign development (Gentry 1990) . Gentry (1990) noted that live cases contain a majority of the critical components required for experiential learning. Live cases for local businesses can be easily related to the business curriculum regardless of the discipline in which they are used. These cases are by their very nature applied yet require careful preparation for a good learning experience. Students actively participate in live case activities; in fact, it is very difficult for them to not participate at some level. Live cases are interactive with respect to student groups, company personnel, and the instructor, maintaining contact with the external environment ("the real world"). Students are not working in a clean, tidy environment when dealing with a live case; rather, they are dealing with variable situations, uncertainty, and incomplete information. As we look at these critical components, it is clear that live cases have the potential to be an excellent experiential learning vehicle.
Course and Curriculum Integration
Another issue that faces business educators involves course or curriculum integration. Much attention has been focused on the value gained from "developing links between marketing and other areas of business and fostering connections between marketing and liberal arts courses" as schools strive to make their business programs "interdisciplinary" (Alden et al. 1991, p. 25) . Much of this emphasis in interdisciplinary or integrated programs has been a result of pressure from accrediting organizations (Pharr and Morris 1997) . For example, Barber et al. (2001) noted that both the Association of Collegiate Business Schools and Programs (ACBSP) and AACSB International encouraged some form of integration in their 2000 guiding principles to keep up with the rapidly changing business environment. Many of these discussions focus on curriculum integration across disciplines, or at least across business disciplines, and there have been a variety of different approaches to accomplishing curricular integration. In some instances, faculty from departments in different schools at a college may cooperate to teach a course, often coordinating an engineering new product development or production/operations management course with marketing research or a new product development marketing course (Costanzo and McKeon 2002; Darian and Coopersmith 2001) . In other instances, faculty from different departments within the business school may coordinate their efforts around a common project or case (Pharr and Morris 1997) .
In one example, an interdisciplinary course was created to provide students an opportunity to create a profitable busi-ness in a 15-week semester (McArthur et al. 2001) . Students from marketing, general business, accounting, finance, and graphic arts worked together to create and market postcards for the college where the project took place. Major outcomes for the students included development of effective management skills, team leadership and interpersonal communications skills, oral and written presentation skills, experience in complex project planning and implementation, and actual sales of the product created. Bobbitt et al. (2000) introduced the idea of integrating three marketing courses around a common class projectprinciples of marketing, principles of selling, and sales management. Groups of students in the principles of marketing course were charged with creating ideas for new goods and services and created a mock trade show booth in the student center to "sell" their ideas to students in the Principles of Selling class. Under the direction of students in the Sales Management class, groups of students in the Principles of Selling class chose a product or service idea from the mock trade show and created a role-play sales call for that product or service. Students in each of the three courses had practice applying the concepts and skills discussed throughout the course and evaluated the project as an enjoyable exercise, adding to their ability to learn and use theoretical material. While this approach to course integration appeared to provide students with a "hands-on" opportunity to implement marketing concepts, it lacked the critical feedback component and realism only possible by having students work with an operating business.
Combining these ideas, this article describes using a teambased live case study as an integrating experiential learning project for three separate marketing courses-Marketing Management, Campaign Planning and Management, and Desktop Publishing.
THE PROJECT Courses Involved
There are two different undergraduate marketing programs offered at the college where the course integration took place; students may major in either marketing or marketing communication/advertising. Each of these major programs has its own capstone course; Marketing Management or Campaign Planning and Management, respectively. The faculty in charge of these two courses wanted to curtail a similar problem that each had experienced in the past, a problem that students wanted to spend most of their time and effort on only one area that was not a major focus of the course. For example, students in the Campaign Planning course would prefer to spend a majority of their time on creating advertisement graphics, at the expense of more core issues such as researching the target audience, creating an appropriate message, and tying together the promotional elements as integrated marketing communications. Similarly, students in the Marketing Management course preferred to spend a majority of their time creating a promotional plan, at the expense of planning a product line, sales forecasting, making pricing, distribution and sales force decisions, or estimating profitability under potential scenarios.
In an effort to enhance the experiential team learning exercise and to overcome these problems with student focus, these two courses and one Desktop Publishing course all incorporated one integrated project built around a live case. The planning for this experience began two semesters in advance, so that scheduling for each of the three courses could be well coordinated and responsibilities for each could be well defined. This resulted in a detailed and integrated course schedule specifying responsibilities and deadlines for the student teams in each course (see the appendix).
The Marketing Management course is intended to be the capstone course of the marketing major, taken in the student's final semester. As such, concepts from all earlier marketing courses are tied together in creation of a complete marketing plan, incorporating all elements of the traditional marketing mix (product, price, distribution, and promotion decisions) including use of the Internet as a promotional and/or distribution tool. Students from the marketing communication/ advertising major typically do not take this course since it is not required for their course of study.
The Campaign Planning course is intended to be the capstone course of the marketing communication/advertising major, also taken in the student's final semester. Accordingly, concepts from prior marketing communications courses are tied together in creation of an integrated marketing communications campaign using all appropriate elements of the traditional promotional mix (advertising, sales promotion, personal selling, and public relations efforts), including use of the Internet as a promotional tool. Students from the marketing major typically do not take this course, although occasionally a marketing major may have all the necessary prerequisites and so may take it as an elective.
The Desktop Publishing course is offered within the marketing department. The integrative live case required that students in this course work in groups more than students had in previous years, although the nature of the production assignments was unchanged. The Desktop Publishing course is not a prerequisite for either of the other two courses, although it is a requirement for the marketing communication/advertising major. It is often taken as an elective by marketing majors, and so there was student overlap of this course with each of the other courses. The overlap was only four students-two students from each of the other two courses-who were enrolled in the Desktop Publishing course concurrently. While all students from the Desktop Publishing course were part of the integrated project, the Marketing Management and Campaign Planning courses were intimately involved in the strategic planning and development of the marketing plan. Therefore, the Marketing Management and Campaign Planning students are the major focus of this examination.
Project Integration
Briefly, student groups in the Marketing Management course acted as marketing consultant firms to each create a marketing plan for the client. There was only one client, and so the marketing consultant teams were competing for that client's business. Each marketing consultant team "hired" a student group in the Campaign Planning course to act as its full service advertising agency. The ad agency team developed a promotional campaign for the client that fit with the overall marketing strategy set by its marketing consultant team. In turn, the ad agency teams in the Campaign Planning course each "hired" a student group in the Desktop Publishing course to act as a freelance graphic design company to prepare final artwork for the client. Each graphic design team reported only to its ad agency team, which in turn reported only to its marketing consultant team. The client had contact with the four marketing consultant teams and with all three of the faculty.
At the end of the semester, each marketing consultant team, along with its partner ad agency team, presented a completed marketing plan to the CEO of the client firm. The CEO then gave each group some immediate feedback and chose the marketing plan that was the most complete and appropriate for his company. Students associated with the chosen plan received points toward their grade in each of the three classes. The CEO also e-mailed more formal written feedback to the instructors a few days later, after he had read through each of the marketing plans.
Objectives
Each of the three courses had specific material-related and program objectives, and both the Marketing Management and Campaign Planning courses had an objective to tie together concepts learned in prior courses within the major and the business school curriculum. The integrated project allowed introduction of three additional overarching pedagogical objectives into each course. In the opinions of each instructor, these three additional objectives were not clearly incorporated in any one place in the curriculum but required that students learn skills vital to their success after graduation. These additional objectives included what Schettler (2002) called "softskills-teamwork, leadership and group problem-solving-which, at best, are extremely difficult to measure" (p. 38). Lamont and Friedman (1997) echoed the need for "problem solving, communication, leadership and teamwork, the ability to use technology, and the flexibility to adapt" (pp. 21-22). We agree that such skills should be developed throughout the marketing curriculum but were not satisfied that these skills were being adequately developed in any one place in the curriculum. We therefore chose to put those skills to the test in the Marketing Management and Campaign Planning courses.
An experiential exercise. The first of these additional objectives involved application of marketing concepts to a hands-on project, broadening the experiential exercise to include the local business community. The faculty initially considered using a simulation as the context for the marketing plan but decided to look for an appropriate live case instead. It was felt that while simulations are valuable teaching tools, a live case would provide a much richer context in which to apply marketing concepts and was considered to be a better experiential learning experience (Gentry 1990 ). This allowed the faculty to follow the suggestions of Gentry (1990) and Kennedy, Lawton, and Walker (2001) . This integrative approach was also an excellent fit with the Learning beyond the Classroom Initiative recently adopted in the College Strategic Plan by the upper administration and board of trustees.
Management skills. The second objective focused on mastering team management and project management skills. Each student had to work as a team member to complete a complex and involved project during an extended period of time. If any group failed to meet a deadline, the workload in the other two classes would have to shift to compensate, resulting in frustration and potential penalties for all involved. This helped students learn not only the importance of meeting deadlines but also the ability to be flexible when deadlines had to be modified, as they often are in the "real" world. It is through projects of such magnitude that students can truly understand the importance of these management skills.
Business communications. The third objective involved business communications and office management skills. Students were able to practice writing and recording formal correspondence, creating and receiving work contracts, giving oral and written presentations, and giving and receiving feedback in the form of evaluations and compensation. Students were encouraged to put all agreements and commitments in writing either through "old-fashioned" letters or through incorporating modern technology via postings in virtual classroom bulletin boards (Eastman and Swift 2002) .
Scheduling
To preclude excessive overlap of students who might take all three of these courses, the Marketing Management and Campaign Planning courses were scheduled to meet at the same time. This reduced the likelihood of any student being enrolled in all three integrated courses simultaneously, risking "burnout" associated with the intensity of working on a live case. The Marketing Management and Campaign Planning courses were also scheduled in classrooms that were literally across the hall from each other, so that during scheduled "work classes," student teams from these two courses could easily meet and work together. Time outside of class was also required, but during scheduled work classes, every member of the marketing consultant and ad agency teams could easily meet while the two faculty roamed between groups, answering questions and offering guidance when necessary.
Selecting the Live Case Client
Finding an appropriate local business was the most difficult part of the planning process prior to starting the integrated project. For the Marketing Management course, the ideal client would need a consultant's advice on every aspect of the traditional marketing mix. Few established companies needed help, or would admit to needing help, in every area. For the Campaign Planning class, a minimum promotional budget was required so that students would consider all possible advertising vehicles (broadcast as well as print) before deciding on the best possible promotional mix. For the small geographic market surrounding the college, a minimum promotional budget of $20,000 (not including compensation for sales personnel) was deemed sufficient. Most firms contacted either had lots of problems and no money (appropriate for the Marketing Management course but not Campaign Planning) or had few problems and lots of money for promotions (appropriate for the Campaign Planning course but not Marketing Management). In addition, the Desktop Publishing course did not cover any broadcast applications, so only clients requiring print artwork would be appropriate. Finally, a representative of the firm, preferably the marketing manager or CEO, had to be willing to work with the faculty and students.
After a search of local companies suggested by the college's alumni association and board of trustees, an industrial furnace manufacturer was selected. The company had recently been purchased by an entrepreneur who was eager for consulting advice in all traditional marketing areas, meeting the needs of the Marketing Management course. Furthermore, as an established company, the amount of money available for advertising and promotions was sufficient to meet the needs of the Campaign Planning course. Finally, as a business-to-business industrial manufacturer, print publications were preferred, especially sales support materials, thus also meeting the needs of the Desktop Publishing course.
Structure/Responsibilities of Each Team
In each of the three courses, students were divided into four teams by the instructor. The idea was to have each of the four marketing consultant teams in the Marketing Management course develop a complete marketing plan for the live case client. These marketing consultant teams would each have to research the firm and its industry, identify current and prospective target markets, evaluate the attractiveness of each potential target market, and make marketing strategy recommendations. A completed situation analysis was due midway through the course from each marketing consultant team. In the second half of the course, product line expansion or contraction, structure of pricing for each product line, current distribution outlets, and sales force structure were each evaluated by the marketing consultant teams, who had to make specific recommendations to the client by the end of the semester. In addition, these marketing consultant teams were responsible for determining the general direction that the firm's promotional strategy should take but were not allowed to create the campaign, including advertisements, sales support, and other promotional materials. Instead, that task was "subcontracted" to the Campaign Planning class, along with an estimated budget for the complete campaign.
Each of the four advertising agency teams in the Campaign Planning class was assigned to a single corresponding marketing consulting team in the Marketing Management course during the second week of classes. Each ad agency team identified one contact person as the liaison to its marketing consultant team and received a contract of the services expected by the marketing consultants, along with a preliminary schedule. Ad agency teams in the Campaign Planning course then spent the first half of the semester developing an unrelated, hypothetical national campaign through a series of practice campaign planning exercises (see the appendix). Midway through the course, each ad agency received the completed situation analysis from its consultant team in the Marketing Management course and began creating a promotional campaign plan for the local client. This promotional campaign plan was to be incorporated into the complete marketing plan presented to the client at the end of the semester. The ad agency teams were responsible for all aspects of campaign planning from evaluation and/or creation of the logo, slogan, and color scheme of the firm through development and composition of all copy and layout of advertisements; Web pages; newsletters; sales promotions; and sales support materials such as brochures, flyers, trade show signage, and other materials. The nature of the client firm selected indicated that print materials were the most appropriate choice, but students had to work through the media kits of local print and broadcast outlets to figure that out. To help students in the Campaign Planning course stay focused on planning the campaign, these students were not allowed to finalize the artwork for their materials. Instead, that task was "subcontracted" to the corresponding graphic design team in the Desktop Publishing course.
Students in the Desktop Publishing course spent a majority of the semester learning technical computing skills and the specific commands required in each of the graphic arts and publishing software packages used for developing print and Web materials. As an early-practice exercise, the Desktop Publishing students created business cards and stationery for teams in all three of the courses. All teams in all courses were then required to use these materials when communicating with each other. The marketing consultant teams were also required to use their business cards and letterhead when communicating with the client. By the 11th week of the semester, the Desktop Publishing students had gained enough technical skills through practice lab assignments to create completed artwork for brochures, flyers, Web pages, print ads, or sales support materials. At that time, each ad agency team gave its materials requirements to its graphic design team in the desktop publishing course, expecting approximately a 1-week turnaround time for each completed product (a brochure would be one product, a newsletter a second product, a print advertisement a third, etc.). Due to time constraints, each graphic design team was required to supply only one Web page mock-up and two other final products, with any remaining outcomes presented to the client as roughs/sketches.
The marketing consultant teams were the primary facilitators in the planning process for the client. However, when the completed marketing plans were presented to the client at the end of the semester, each team of consultants gave a combined presentation with its ad agency. Therefore, all students from both the Marketing Management and Campaign Planning courses were involved in the final presentations to the client. Students from the Desktop Publishing course were not required to be part of the final presentation, although they were invited to attend.
Communications
All but one team in the Marketing Management and Campaign Planning courses had four students (one ad agency team had three students), and the graphic design teams in the Desktop Publishing course averaged five or six students each. To have more than a dozen students working together on an integrated live case could be a communications nightmare, so a few safeguards were put into place before the project began. First, each team had to select one individual to be that team's contact person when talking with another team or with the client. This way all information from a particular source was funneled through a single contact. Second, each student was responsible to check the team virtual meeting room on a regular basis. The virtual meeting rooms are described in more detail in the next section.
As already noted, the Marketing Management and Campaign Planning courses had common work classes scheduled into the syllabi, beginning with the very first class meeting. In the 4th week of class, these two courses together met with the CEO of the client firm for a 2-hour question-and-answer session. There was at least some class time devoted to joint meetings of the Marketing Management and Campaign Planning classes during 9 of the 16 weeks in the semester. This was similar to the amount of class time devoted to group work in previous semesters, when the projects were not integrated across courses.
The very 1st day in each of the three courses, the live case project was described, and the role each team would play was discussed, as outlined in an integrated course schedule (see the appendix). Weights of individual assignments, other group assignments, and team assignments associated with the integrated course schedule were clearly outlined, and these varied among the three courses. For example, 75% of each student's grade in the Marketing Management course was related to the live case, a weight which was 55% in Campaign Planning and Management, and 50% in Desktop Publishing. Students in the Marketing Management course thought this project sounded like a lot of work, but they also knew that the type of work and general structure of the course had not changed dramatically from previous years when a computer simulation was used. Each consultant team dutifully assigned one student to be the client's contact person and one student to be the contact for the corresponding ad agency team in the Campaign Planning course.
Students in the Campaign Planning course were even more uncomfortable because they did not want "to work for" any other students, referring to those in the Marketing Management class. Furthermore, they felt a loss of control, that they were "caught in the middle," as their performance would be affected by the work of students in both of the other classes. A lengthy discussion about the realism of the situation, the role of ad agencies, the importance of specifics in the contracts they would write and those they would agree to appeared to reduce their initial trepidation. Also, every student in this course had learned from upperclassmen in previous years about the rigors of working with a live case in this course. They understood that the nature of the work and the structure of the course had changed very little from previous years, with one exception. Rather than doing all of the situation analysis research for the local live case by themselves, as students in previous years had done, the bulk of that task was now assigned to the marketing consultant teams. Each ad agency team still got to practice research skills through an increased emphasis on the initial, hypothetical national campaign planning exercises that had always been a part of the course. Each Campaign Planning ad agency team also assigned one person to be the contact for its Marketing Management consultant team and one person to be the contact for its Desktop Publishing graphic design team.
Students in the Desktop Publishing course, which had already been a course centered on a series of small projects, were the least ruffled by the idea of an integrated live case, as the live case had changed the structure of this course the least. By talking with students who had previously taken the course, these students knew the topics that would be covered (creation of a logo, business card, stationery, newsletter, advertisement, Web page, etc.) and saw that the content for them was virtually unchanged. The major difference for students in this class was that the course had previously focused on individual work but now incorporated a lot of group work. This did not appear to cause much discomfort.
The graphic design teams in the Desktop Publishing course had been created with knowledge of which students were enrolled in the other two courses. Therefore, in two cases, the contact person for the graphic design team was also in the Campaign Planning course, and in another two cases, the contact person for the graphic design team was also in the Marketing Management course.
Each of the three instructors spent some class time discussing the nature of contracts, preliminary requirements of writing contracts, and issues to consider before signing a contract. Sample contracts or templates were provided in each course. Each team was required to formally communicate in writing through the designated contact person, so that students learned how to keep records of formal business communications. In addition, all contracts, letters of acceptance, and letters of payment had to be transmitted through the virtual meeting rooms (described below), so that the instructors each had copies. However, some groups also relied on informal conversations, telephone calls, and e-mails outside of the established channels, making it difficult to know the total quantity or quality of either intergroup or intragroup communications. As the semester progressed and some teams missed deadlines, the importance of keeping formal records became clear to the students on both sides of the issue.
The Virtual Meeting Rooms
A majority of business courses offered at the college where this project took place used a virtual classroom program called "Manhattan." As a virtual classroom, it consisted of several different meeting rooms. The Manhattan virtual classroom allowed the instructors and students to post messages either to the entire class, to team members, or to any individual student. Students were familiar and comfortable with using the Manhattan virtual classroom and posting messages to team members. Team meeting areas were set up within each of the three virtual classrooms, one for each of the three courses. A team discussion area was similar to a bulletin board in that team members could leave messages and files for each other that no other student in the class could access. Team/teacher discussion areas were also created for each team in each class so that each team could communicate with the instructor outside of class time as necessary, without allowing access to nonteam class members. There were therefore three virtual classrooms, one for each course, where information about the live case could be exchanged. For privacy reasons, only a student enrolled in the course could access information contained in a course's Manhattan virtual classroom.
As the project commenced, several students complained that fire walls were preventing them from sending contracts and other files via regular e-mail to teams in the other courses. To overcome this problem, a fourth Manhattan virtual classroom was created. Every student enrolled in any of the three courses could access this fourth Manhattan virtual classroom, as could any of the three faculty members. Team/teacher discussion areas were created so that students from the marketing consultant teams could leave messages for students in their ad agencies, who could leave messages for students in their graphic design teams, all supervised by all of the faculty. These project discussion areas were created so that final artwork could be conveniently accessed by any of the dozen or so students who were coordinating their efforts for some aspect of the complete marketing plan yet could not be accessed by any of the competing student teams. As the semester progressed, students in all classes chose to use the project meeting areas primarily to post contracts and status reports. As each of the three faculty using the program could track student logins and usage, it cut down on "he or she never got back to me" excuses in all three courses.
OUTCOMES AND DISCUSSION

Assessing the Three Pedagogical Objectives
The first pedagogical objective for the integrated live case project was to apply marketing concepts in an experiential exercise to a local company. Each of the four marketing consultant teams in the Marketing Management course delivered a complete marketing plan to the client. Each of these four plans consisted of two parts, the first part being a situation analysis of the company and current market, including customer and competitor analyses. The second part of each plan was a comprehensive marketing strategy, including recommendations for target market selection, product strategy, pricing suggestions, sales force and distributor recommendations, and a complete marketing communications plan. The marketing communications plans, developed by the Campaign Planning and Management course advertising agencies, each included a media and message strategy consistent with the overall strategy developed by the respective marketing consultant team. Included in this part of the plan were recommendations for the media placement and timing: trade show presentations; and examples of brochures, advertisements, sales materials, and Web sites. Finally, each of these four complete marketing plans included a comprehensive bibliography of sources.
From the client's point of view, it was a worthwhile exercise. In evaluative comments, the CEO noted, As one would expect from those with no practical experience, the developments of the presentations . . . were idealized and with little anticipation or regard for . . . the demands of day-today practicality. . . . [Yet] given the meager materials provided by the company, these people put forth a surprising effort. I am impressed with the energy apparent in the research and the discipline in its presentation . . . we shall be combing the reference material and bibliographies for applicable items.
One of the most valuable aspects of the marketing plans were bibliographies and situation analyses, to which the client was still referring more than 1 year later. The plans, while none was adopted in its entirety, each provided helpful guidelines in selective aspects of the business. For example, the client has recently referred back to the plans when developing new magazine ads for placement in various trade publications.
From the students' point of view, the first objective was also met, as measured by a brief questionnaire immediately following the final presentations and a follow-up survey a year later. However, the students in the Marketing Management and Campaign Planning courses were surprised at the level of stress involved in coordinating the efforts of several working groups. When asked, "What did you expect to take away from this class? Are you?" these graduating seniors responded with comments such as the following: These negative reactions to the live case experience clearly indicate strong emotions reflective of deep involvement in the study. It was a good demonstration of Hegel's statement, "Any experience that does not violate expectations is not worthy of the name experience" (cited by Kolb 1984, p. 28) .
Student ratings of the value of the experience immediately following the final presentations (on a scale of 1 = not valuable to 10 = very valuable) ranged from three unhappy "1" respondents through eight scores of 9 or 10, averaging only 6.5. The most common reasons for limiting the perceived value included the unexpected need for team management and interpersonal communication skills, Objectives 2 and 3. Still, it was heartening to see some student confirmation of their own abilities, in comments such as "[through participating in this project, I learned that] I actually know a lot more than I thought I did about my major" and "When I graduate, I want to get a job that involves promotional campaigns, and this class helped me more [than I expected] ." Students expressing the lowest assessed value of the project were in the Marketing Management course. This may have been due in part to the heavy weight associated with the project (as already noted, it accounted for 75% of the grade in that course) and an accompanying perceived loss of individual control.
Assessment of the second objective, mastering team management and project management skills, was dramatically apparent to the faculty halfway through the course, as was the third objective, practicing business communication and office management skills. Three of the four marketing consultant teams were running efficient meetings, keeping good records, and making headway in this complex project. This set the tone for all other students associated with them throughout the project-by demonstrating high standards, these marketing consultants could and did expect high standards from those they "hired." For example, one ad agency initially did not pull its weight, but when the marketing consultants reviewed the contracts that the ad agency had already agreed to, the students in that ad agency took ownership of their responsibilities and worked hard to keep their word. All relationships between the ad agencies and graphic design teams went smoothly, even as content changes were made and deadlines modified. Students responded at the end of the semester with comments such as "Make time for your group members, put in as much as you take out. . . . Get things to the other groups on time if you want things from them on time"; "[I did not expect to learn about] good group work skills"; "Although it was stressful, I learned a lot working with many people"; and "Was a very practical learning experience."
Of course, not everything went perfectly for all groups as one student noted, "I hope in the real world I won't feel so confused or pressured." There was one dramatic example in the Marketing Management class of a team of marketing consultants that did not take the project or its responsibilities seriously, not mastering team or project management skills until after suffering serious consequences. As the semester progressed, these marketing consultants did not complete an acceptable situation analysis, and so the ad agency did not receive all of the information it needed midway through the semester. Since each group in every intergroup dyad had created or agreed to terms in a work contract, the ad agency was able to terminate its relationship with the marketing consultants, citing a breach of contract. The marketing consultants were therefore left without an ad agency to work with and therefore had no access to any graphic design team. This marketing consultant team had to do the work of both other teams as well as its own work to deliver a completed marketing plan.
As for the now isolated advertising agency and its associated graphic design team, they continued on with their portion of the project. The advertising agency was given a comprehensive situation analysis and basic positioning and target market strategy by the course instructors. This provided the agency with enough information to develop a complete marketing communications plan. The ad agency team then delegated the development of actual brochures, advertisements, and Web site to its graphic design team as did every other ad agency team. Given the situation, this ad agency did not present at the final meeting with the client, although their plan was forwarded to the client for consideration.
The third pedagogical objective involved business communication and office management skills, including practice in creating and recording professional communications in a variety of formats-in writing via letters, via e-mail, and via the virtual classroom and orally via telephone conversations and informal discussions. Students were coached on appropriate construction and response to work contracts, and teams were graded on the promptness and appropriateness of replies regarding formal contracts. The instructors all agreed that the formal, professional communications required for the project were an improvement in the curriculum but that more such work should also be required in other courses. One dramatic assessment of this objective can be seen in the previous example, when an ad agency team terminated its contract with a marketing consultant team for failure to meet its obligations. Other assessment came in evaluations by students at the end of the semester. Students appeared to have learned the lesson, albeit reluctantly, illustrated in the following answers to the question "What suggestions would you give to future students to improve inter-group communication and documentation?" "Document everything-and when I say everything, I mean everything"; "Write everything down and make sure everyone [involved] knows what's going on"; and "Write everything down, make sure everything is clear to everyone [involved] . . . leave paper trails for everything."
When students were asked to suggest improvements to this type of integrative class project, 36% responded that it would be easier (and therefore preferable) for each class to work completely independently of all other classes. Another 21% was noncommittal, not making any specific suggestions but apparently not minding the current three-course structure. Interestingly, 43% of students suggested that having any two of the three classes working together would be preferable, as they valued the intergroup project management and communications skills they had acquired, but they found that coordinating three groups of students was prohibitively time-consuming. As one student succinctly put it, "You cannot rely on that many college students at once." Alden et al. (1991) noted that when establishing cooperative efforts among faculty such as this project, "the professors'evaluations may suffer. We need to recognize that all our evaluations tend to improve as we gain experience with a new course, and that long-term class evaluation (e.g., after a student graduates), may be more favorable" (p. 28). They further noted that for any integration efforts to succeed, the faculty "should be actively encouraged and rewarded for cross-disciplinary teaching, even though evaluations may suffer in the short term" (p. 28). For these reasons, the authors expected slightly lower teaching evaluations than normal for their classes the first time they used this integrated live case approach. As expected, mean scores for every evaluative item dropped for both courses, although statistical significance is not possible to establish given the small number of classes compared.
Course Evaluations
Even with the expected drop, an examination of the students' teaching evaluations of the Marketing Management and Campaign Planning courses revealed a very similar pattern of response across the evaluation items for both instructors. Students in these two courses rated both faculty members positively, with only small differences between scores. One interpretation would be that the faculty delivered a relatively consistent live case experience in both courses. Alternatively, it could simply indicate that students exhibited a relatively consistent response bias when using the course evaluation tool. It is important to note, however, that both instructors had previously used experiential exercises in both courses-Campaign Planning and Management used local, small business live case projects, and Marketing Management used a marketing strategy computer-based simulation. For each of these instructors, the project took place in the 3rd year they had taught the course at the college.
A follow-up survey of the students involved in each of the three courses was conducted a full year after completion of the project, in May 2003, using a scale adapted from that used by Bobbitt et al. (2000) . Some students were still on campus and responded using a paper-and-pencil survey. Students who had graduated were contacted via e-mail and requested to complete it as a Web survey. A total of 17 students responded to the survey out of the 48 students who had been enrolled in at least one of the three courses, yielding a 35% response rate. While this is a small proportion of the students involved in the project, those who did provided interesting feedback (see Table 1 ). These students thought that this live case integrative project was more enjoyable and productive than a lecture but were ambivalent about the course in relation to other business courses they had taken. Students thought that the integrative live case had provided a greater appreciation for working in groups and enhanced their understanding of marketing communications and management. They still believed 1 year later that this project should be used in future classes and that the learning experience was worth the effort.
Students responded that as a result of participating in this project, they had gained confidence in their own ability to apply what they learned in a company setting. The integrative live case experience allowed students to apply marketing concepts, team management skills, and business communication skills. Finally, they rated the project experience as valuable.
CONCLUSIONS AND IMPLICATIONS
The authors were pleased with, and hope to repeat, the design of the integrative live case experience. However, minor changes should be made in the implementation of future live cases. Important challenges for anyone interested in undertaking a live case adventure include the following:
Preplanning for live cases.
It is important for the faculty to begin the integration process 6 to 9 months prior to actual implementation. It will take this much time to find an appropriate client, to integrate the course schedules, to coordinate a series of interclass communications deadlines for the students, to schedule the course offerings and times, and to plan contingencies for the possibility of breach of contract. We highly recommend that the classes being integrated should be held on the same day and time and should meet in rooms close together.
2. Recognition. Faculty should enter into such projects with their eyes firmly on the long-term benefits to students. The instructors involved in this project were not compensated for the extra time and effort it took to create this project experience. While these efforts are encouraged by accrediting organizations and receive a "pat on the back" from the institution, the reality is that the teaching load structure used at many colleges and universities is not a framework that easily accommodates these types of projects. Furthermore, faculty involved in these types of experiential learning exercises are penalized from the perspective of time, taking up more teaching time and reducing time available for other scholarly endeavors. However, experiential projects such as this make for richer teaching experiences for the faculty as well as receiving positive feedback from a majority of the students. In addition, the opportunity to observe students handling difficult tasks involving both project management and communication skills outside of the normal class assignment further reinforced for the faculty that these skills are not adequately practiced elsewhere in the curriculum. These types of projects also help to forge closer ties between the business school and the surrounding business community, which could lead to other collaborations that may help the faculty members to further their own research.
3. Number of courses integrated. Three courses are clearly a challenge, but not an excessive burden. This type of process could be used with a number of courses, both inside and outside of the business school. Courses that could potentially take advantage of integrative, experiential projects include Marketing Management or Promotional Strategy and Marketing Research; New Product Development and Engineering Design; Marketing Management, Promotional Strategy, and Graphic Design; Business-to-Business and Promotional Strategy as just a few examples. Perhaps more crossdisciplinary integration could be developed involving marketing management and managerial accounting. In part, the integration of courses is going to be dependent on the imagination of the faculty members involved and the constraints presented by the live case client.
4. Selection of the live case client. Students tend to feel much more comfortable with consumer-oriented, rather than industrial-oriented, companies. This is logical, as for most students this is all they have experienced. The reality is that unless a consumer products company or a small niche market retailer resides near the college, most consumer-oriented companies will be retailers or restaurants. As one example, a local hardware retail chain was considered as the client for this study but would have required a separate advertising circular every week for the entire year considered, plus holiday extras, putting an unreasonable burden on the Desktop Publishing and Campaign Planning students. Industrial products companies, while not as exciting from the perspective of many students, are better suited to all three types of courses discussed. Still, a consumer products company that does not use broadcast advertising may be appropriate in larger metropolitan markets.
The client must be willing to do two important things; open up the business to the students and communicate with the faculty and students throughout a semester. Issues such as which information students may use and which is proprietary must be ironed out before the project begins so that the faculty and students understand the resources and limitations they face from the start. It is also important for the client to be willing to have frequent interaction with the students. The client involved in this integrative experience was very accommodating about making himself available to the students, holding three separate 2-hour meetings with the students, one each at the beginning, middle, and end of the semester. Furthermore, the client was available to the students by phone and e-mail at any time. Internal operations information was readily available for the students. Internal financial data, however, were not. This was partially because the newly purchased company did not yet have a wellorganized information system to generate these types of data. Also, while the client was very knowledgeable about the industries in which the firm competed, the firm had very little internal data because the new owner did not yet have a systematic process for gathering or sorting through market intelligence.
5. Communication. Make sure that formal lines of communication, both electronic and interpersonal, are available for the teams and that the faculty can monitor usage, enforcing participation when necessary.
6. Document everything! Students do not initially realize the importance of details in a large, complex project. While it is possible to teach the mechanics of business communication, truly understanding the intricacies of why and how they are used is much more difficult to appreciate until they have experienced it firsthand. Using meeting agendas, taking minutes, developing contracts to document business agreements, and developing letters of transmittal and letters of payment is very different from reading about them.
7. Extensive debriefing! Debriefing is an important part of completing the learning process with experiential exercises. While the client presentation served as a pseudo-debriefing exercise, it is apparent from the student reactions that an additional session is needed to emphasize and summarize the semester-long experience. Baker, Jensen, and Kolb (1997) provide guidelines for establishing an effective debriefing session. These include having participants make an effort to be involved; creating a safe "space" that is nonjudgmental of participant contributions; providing space for listening and reflecting, not just talking; confronting conflict in a constructive manner; listening to both the thoughts and feelings of the participants; and valuing reflective listening as highly as active speaking.
The integrative, live case experience very clearly demonstrated Kolb's (1984) assertion that "learning is best facilitated in an environment where there is dialectic tension and conflict between immediate, concrete experiences and analytic detachment" (p. 9). 
